
                                                                                    

Lesson 7 Progressions

Class Structure:      10m Warm-up / 10m Conditioning / 30m Skill Building / 5m Review / 5m Stretch
Conditioning Notes:

Pulling Taffy

Strength Focus:  Building grip strength.  Gradually intrduces the hands maintaining the body's weight as as the weight is shifted off center from the feet.  Introduce 

wrist wraps to assist those that struggle to maintain their grip throughout the exercise. 

Shoulder Shrugs

Strength Focus:  Feeling scapula movement and proper shoulder position while hanging from long arms.  Students should keep toes on the ground in a 

seated position during this exercise.  Movement should be small with no flexion in the elbow.  *Note: Do NOT cue shoulders down and back!*

Long Arm Lifted Hang

Strength Focus:  Coordinating grip, shoulder, and abdominal engagement.  After completing shrugs, find the appropriate shoulder engagement.  Do leg 

marching and prancing as a progression to a full hang.

Bent Arm Lifted Hang

Strength Focus:  Building bicep endurance to take on full body weight.  Do leg marching and prancing as a progression to a full hang.  For bent arms, having 

the shoulders down and back is an appropriate engagement while holding the position.

Rows

Strength Focus:  Building stregth while transitioning from bent to long arm positions.  Wrap the hands from kneeling to make it easier, wrap from sitting to 

provide a better challenge.

Climbs & Descents

Little Russian Flirt

Learning Focus:  Finding the tail from a tilted position and placing in the hip crease.  From sitting in a Russian climb, lean away from the base foot to find the 

tail.  Pull the tail inbetween the legs and put it on the opposite hip of the base foot.  Keep the leg lifted (bent or straight) as you stand to keep tension on the tail over 

the hip.  

Russian Sit to Hip Key

Learning Focus:  Lifting the foot forward and turning into the pole.  From a sitting Russian Flirt position, most of a hip key is wrapped.  By taking the base foot 

forward and turning into fabric a student can find a hip key position.    This might make hip keys from a higher position more accessible to students; however, do not 

allow them to try too high.  Ensure a student can exit a hip key and re-wrap in a basic stand to descend.

Knot Conditioning

Knee Tucks 

Learning Focus:  Lifting the knees to the chest and keeping the abdominals engaged as the position is held.  From a back pack position on the knot, start by 

pretending you are sitting in a chair.  Engage the pelvic floor and transverse abdominals, then lift the knees as close to the chest as possible.  If you can, hold the 

peak position for 3 seconds and return.  Bonus if the feet can remain off the floor between each knee raise.

Front Balance Holds

Learning Focus:  Engaging in the shoulders and heels to keep the body lifted and flat.  From a Sitting position in the knot, lay the body back and rotate in 

towards the floor getting the knot on or below the hip bones.  Lift the shoulder blades and the heels towards the ceiling while keeping the abdominals pulled in and 

engaged.  If the knot is low enough, it can be placed on the hip bones and then the student can lift into the front balance.

Pull Over

Learning Focus:  Tucking the knees through the center to land on the hips.  If a student is not strong enough to get inverted from wrist locks through a forward 

tuck, this may a difficult skill for them and require more inversion drills (see Lesson 8).  Holding the knot in front of the body with a bent arm hold, lift the knees as far 

through the center as possible  If the legs get in between the poles, let the body settle into the bottom of the knot.  The goal is for the knot to end up on the hips, not 

the belly or the thighs.

Double Foot Locks

Namaste Sit

Learning Focus: Shoulder and hip block position.    This position should feel similar to the Lady Like position, but since this skill is from a seated position, it is 

easier to maintain the hip block.  Ensure that the fabric stays on the inside of the knees as the legs bend into a seated position.  Straightening one leg into a side 

lunge position is an optional exit and shape opportunity.

Ball Hang from Double Locks

Learning Focus:  Shifting weight forward to find a hip hang.  Once in the Namaste position, an aerialist can lean forward and wrap the arms around the legs.    

To exit the hang, lift the chest by engaging those shoulder blades and use your head to try and visibly find the ceiling.  The upper body engagement here should feel 

familiar to the engagement in the front balance.

Cocoon in Double Locks

Learning Focus:  Opening the fabric panels while in double locks.  Similar to the cocoon from a single foot lock, a student can play with opening up one or both 

panels in double locks.  The movement options are more restricted in double foot locks if both panels are open.  Play with opening just one in various positions. 

Split Roll Up

Learning Focus: Horizontal rolling with an extended leg to maintain the foot lock.  Starting in a split with both hands on the front leg pole.  If the right leg is the 

forward leg, the shoulders need to drop to the left.  This skill should feel familiar to a Pinwheel of taking the shoulders through the center and lifting the forward leg 

through the center and returning to a split.  Each roll will make the split more aggressive, so for those that are not flexible or are only PASSIVELY flexible, restrict the 

number of rotations they attempt.

Wrist Locks/Wraps

Crochet Climb Drill

Learning Focus:  Finding the rhythmn of dropping the leg as the shoulder without the support of a knot.  Invert in wrist locks and crochet both legs.  Choose 

one leg to unwrap and drop towards the ground.  As that leg drops, lift the shoulders up as high as possible.  Let the shoulders drop, re-crochet the leg and repeat on 

the other side.  This drill increases the strength requirement and should be introduced after the knot.  

Double Knee Climb Drill

Learning Focus:  Moving from a pike position to a double knee hook.  From wrist locks, invert and find a pike position lift the legs and get a double knee pinch 

position.  Once the knees are secure, do a sit up to bring the shoulders up as close to the knees as possible.  Return to the pike position and repeat on the other side.
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